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SHADE TO THwart SUN-CAUSED SKIN CANCER
SHORT HAIR TO AVOID MACHINERY ENTANGLEMENT
RADIO TRANSMITTER TO EMERGENCY ROOM
HARD HAT TO AVOID FALLING HICKORY NUTS
WATER TO CIRCULATE THROUGHOUT SUIT TO PREVENT OVERHEATING
RUBBER GLOVES TO AVOID POISON OAK
WOOD HANDLE COATED WITH PLASTIC TO AVOID SPLINTERS

THE NEW LOOK... OF THE OSHA APPROVED GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENT

Battery operated Fan to Ward Off Heat Stroke
Rear View Mirror to Help Dodge Golf Balls
Prescription Goggles for Raking Sand Trap
Respirator for Days When Air Pollution Is Heavy
OSHA Rules on Raking Sand Trap
Rubber Aaron to Repel Herbicide in Sand Trap
Rubber Tips on Rake to Be Used While Transporting
*Ear Plugs to Prevent Brain Damage from Golfers Swearing
Snake Bite-Proof Boots with Hard Toes
Cartoon from the Georgia Turfgrass News

LON BURKETT